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Abstract: Quranic teaching and learning is the main focus in Muslim education. The aim is to enhance students'
skills in reciting, understanding and appreciating the Quran taught. This article aims to identify the teaching
practice among muslim education in Malaysia and United Kingdom. The data collected can explain the level of
teaching practice in Quranic Education. The results showed that the importance of the teaching components
in teachers' teaching practices. For these reasons, training and courses related to Quranic teaching must be
increased and taken into account by the responsible parties.
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INTRODUCTION expert in al-Quran recitation [2]. This is also consistent

Al-Quran is the revelation to Prophet Muhammad teacher of the Qur'an should know the consequences of
(PBUH) started with the word “Iqra’’. Prophet (PBUH) had reading the Quran and knowing the rules of reciting the
implemented five principles of al-Quran teaching and Qur'an quickly and accurately. They should have
learning which his companions and the next generation sufficient capacity of knowledge to be taught to the
follow until today.  The  model  consist  of  Tilawah students.
(good and fluency recitation), Tafahum and Tafsir
(knowing and understanding the meaning), Tatbiq Quranic Teaching in Malaysia: When the king of
(appreciate and implantation of the  teaching  in  daily Malacca,  Parameswara  embraced  the  teachings of
life), Tahfiz (memorizing some verses for practice and Islam in 1414, Islam began to spread in Tanah Melayu [4].
reciting during prayer) and Taranum (reciting al-Quran The teachings of Islam then were conveyed through the
with a good voice and proper song). Quran which indicates the importance of Quranic teaching

Quranic education is an obligation to every muslims. and learning. The importance of Quranic teaching and
It is the responsibility of parents and teachers to help new learning was further enhanced by religious institutions
generation in Quranic learning to become  true  muslim such as the rumah guru and pondok. These institutions
and better human being. Quranic learning started with were the oldest and most influential educational legacy in
learning Tajweed, which means learning how to producing learners who are religious and have good
pronounce and recite latter correctly. Tajweed can only be morals to lead the nation [5].
learned with a qualified Quranic teacher. Quranic teachings were further developed when

Abdullah Al-Qari [1] asserts that the al-Quran must A.M.Skinner founded the Quranic class in mainstream
be learned from teachers’ i.e by musyafahah and talaqi. Malay schools in 1871. This was in response to the
Without  any proper lessons with the experts, a person discomfort among the Malays as there were no Quranic
will  unable  to  read  the  Quran  properly  and  smoothly. classes conducted in the Vernacular Malay schools [6].
A teacher who can recite the Quran with fluency and However, Quranic teachings  in  Malay  schools  were
smoothly and articulating every letter from its articulation only conducted in the afternoon as students were doing
point and giving the letter its rights and dues of reading, composing, writing, mathematics, physical
characteristics will be considered as a model teacher who education  and geography during the school hours. This

with [3] which suggests those who wish to become a
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continued till Tanah Melayu became independent in 1957 Quran fluently; second, practice reciting the Quran both
[7]. According to the Razak Act 1956, Rahman Talib Act at school and home; third, appreciate and practice the
1960 and Educational Act 1961, the Islamic Education teachings of the Quran in their lives and community; and
subject could only be taught in schools where there were fourth to develop students who are educated with the
at least 15 Muslim students. Later in 196w2, the subject teachings of the Quran [8].
was included in the schooling schedule with an allocation The above mentioned objectives of TQ in  KBSM  is
of 120 minutes per week. Consequently, the teaching of a continuity of the KBSR that aim to: first, enhance
Islamic Education subject as well as the quranic teaching students’ skills in reciting, understanding and
went through various changes. Although students were appreciating the Quran taught at primary level; second,
able to recite and memorize the readings of the Quran, enable students to recite, understand and appreciate the
they fail to understand what they were reading. Thus, a teachings in the Quran and memeorize versus that are
revision was made in 1979 in which the cabinet report related to daily practices [8]. The focus of the TQ is more
states that: evident with the introduction of the j-Qaf programme.

“The teaching and learning of religious study subject to be able to complete reciting (khatam) the Quran in
in schools has not reached expected level, due to the primary  schools. Previously, TQ was only focussed on
the teachers of the subject not having sufficient the reading of the Quran while khatam was the
teaching traing as well as appropriate guidance...” community’s responsibility [9].

Realizing this, various measures have been taken to teaching practices of TQ. The samples were form two
improve the teaching and leaarning of Quraninc studies; students in a Malaysian  mainstream  school.  The
in line with the implementation of the New Curriculum for samples were selected on a stratified random sampling
Primary Schools (KBSR) and the Integrated Curriculum for procedure and according to groups. A total of 1651
Secondary Schools (KBSM). It is hoped that students will samples were involved in this study. The instrument was
not only be proficient in reciting the Quran but will be a questionnaire  developed by the researcher based on
students with high moral and personality through the the objectives of the study
teachings of the Quran. At present, according to the Table 1 shows the distribution of the data. All 29 item
KBSM implemented in 1988, the Tilawah al-Quran (TQ) had a high and moderate mean level.
in secondary schools is a part of the Islamic studies (PI). This study is useful for all TQ teachers, more
The new curriculum for PI was later revised by the specifically for those who would like to enhance students’
Curriculum Development Centre (PPK). Finally, in 2003, acquisition of TQ. The findings of this study show the
Malaysia’s Department of Islamic Education (JAPIM) importance of the teaching components in teachers’
made a revision on the teachings of Islamic Studies for teaching practices. Teacher’s teaching practices will
Form One. enhance students’ acquisition and learning of TQ. Thus,

At present, the contents of Islamic  Education teachers need to ensure that the TQ is implemented
consist of; first, Tilawah al-Quran (TQ) which includes efficiently in the classrooms.
recitation, memorization and comprehension; second,
Ulum Syari’ah (US) which includes Akidah, Ibadah, the The Establishment of Muslim Education in United
history of Muhammad s.a.w the prophet and Islamic Kingdom Toward Quranic Education: Akbar S. Ahmed
Civilazation; and finally, Islamic manners and moral [8]. eloquently describes this new discovery of the British
Meanwhile,  the  allocated  class  time for the subject is Muslim,
240 minutes or six periods a week in secondary schools “In a crucial sense they are staring from the
and 160 minutes or four periods a week. The TQ is not an beginning…rejecting what their fathers stood for and
isolated part of the KBSM Islamic Education Curriculum what their elders spoke of…Each generation must now
but rather integrated into the curriculum. TQ is more than rediscover Islam for itself”
correcting the recitation of the Quran. It also includes This brings us to looking at the establishment of
understanding, appreciating and practicing the teachings Muslim education in the United Kingdom. In Britain, the
in the Quran. Thus, the objectives of TQ are to develop establishment of Muslim education commenced during
students who are able to: first, recite and memorize the the  1960’s  with  the ‘Qur’anic School’. This was not an

Among the objectives of j-Qaf is for all Muslim students

Here, is a survey on students’ perception on the
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Table 1 : Distributions of variables of the development stage of teaching practices
Frequency
--------------------------------------------

Item Statement N NR RF F VF Mean SD Level
1 My teacher teaches using a variety of teaching techniques 51 137 312 622 529 3.87 1.051 H
2 My teacher correct every problematic student during his/her teaching 867` 358 175 150 91 4.06 1.230 H
3 My teacher focuses his/her teachings on the weak students 680 423 255  194  99 3.84 1.246 H
4 My teaxher stresses on the manners of reciting the Quran in his/her QA teachings 36  104 329  577  605 3.98 1.007 H
5 My teacher’s explanation in Quranic teachings is easy for me to comprehend 30  182 400  678  361 3.70 0.988 H
6 My teacher checks my TQ readings 779  453 200  153  66 4.05 1.150 H
7 My teacher is always enthusiastic in his/her teaching even with weak students 30  116 259  596  650 4.04 0.997 H
8 My teacher conveys his/her TQ teachings fluently and in an organized manner 26  107 270  657  591 4.02 0.961 H
9 My teacher gives attention to every student in his/her teaching 846  403 217  133  52 4.13 1.111 H
10 My teacher is not able to contro the class while teaching TQ 669  461 286  173  62 3.91 1.152 H
11 My teacher answrrs students questions clearly in nthe classroom 40  124 314  124  40 3.92 1.015 H
12 My teacher does not use naqib in learning activities 564  482 305  201  99 3.73 1.218 H
13 My teacher employs a variety of teaching approaches 146  328 392  500  285 3.27 1.213 M
14 My teacher makes changes based on students’ progress 169  312 477  513  180 3.14 1.152 M
15 My teacher relates Quranic learning with the breadings in the prayers 77  185 457  600  332 3.56 1.074 M
16 My teacher relates Quranic teachings with tajwid every time he/she teaches 53  249 461  517  371 3.55 1.092 M
17 My teacher stresses on concentrating while reciting the Quran 82  237 381  570  381 3.56 1.137 M
18 My teacher teaches TQ with taranum 256  364 382  366  283 3.03 1.322 M
19 My teacher demonstrates an interesting example in every TQ teaching 54  234 437  597  329 3.55 1.061 M
20 My teacher encourages me to partipate in the Quranic learning activities 142  351 443  481  234 3.19 1.175 M
21 My teacher encourages me to acquire the Quranic recitation with tajwid 86  236 445  558  326 3.49 1.115 M
22 My teacher involves my peers to teach Quran as a group 236  444 406  377  188 2.90  1.231 M
23 My teacher takes into account each student’s ability in teaching TQ 109  229 436  596  281 3.43 1.122 M
24 My teacher’s teaching style takes into account students’ interest in learning 139  306  487 503  216 3.21 1.143 M
25 My teacher conducts drill exercises for students who are weal at TQ 267 323 367 430 264 3.06 1.319 M
26 My teacher stresses on Quranic recitation even when teaching comprehension of Quranic versus 62 233 480 586 290 3.49 1.053 M
27 My teacher asks each student to repeat the reading he/she has taught 61 216 387 602 385 3.63 1.088 M
28 My teacher prepares additional teaching for students who are weak at TQ 261 408 432 366 184 2.88 1.238 M
29 My teacher gives the opportunity for students to participate actively 374 467 371 286 153 2.62 1.262 M
30 My teacher puts studnets into groups for learning activities 101 243 444 549 314 3.44 1.136 M
31 My teaxher praises students who acquire Quranic recitations 76 235 439 606 295 3.49 1.081 M
32 My teachers proide variuos examples of tajwid when teaching Quran 62 211 402 644 332 3.59 1.061 M
33 My teacher is able to teach TQ even with the limited teacching time 117 317 469 482 266 3.28 1.155 M
34 My teacher has the time to focus on students who are weak at TQ 

institution by itself but more of supplementary education that the majority of Muslim children in the united
in the mosques that the first generation of Muslim Kingdom still attend British state schools and that the
established for their children. Since the early days, supplementary education is still the main link for a Muslim
Muslims began to rely on Imams imported from their home pupil to the teaching of the Qur’an. At this moment it
countries for religious services and for basic Islamic seems that only three percent of the Muslim pupils in
education for the younger generation. These lessons for Britain attend Muslim faith schools or madrasas.
primary and secondary school level pupils were teached This is the reason why the supplementary Muslim
by Imams to the pupils in the late afternoon after school education and its Qur’anic teaching is the main focus for
hours or during the weekends. this study. It is the only way the majority of Muslim2

This effort of education for the Muslims have by now children across the United Kingdom can have access to
developed into the establishment of voluntary aided the teaching of the Qur’an. This supplementary Muslim
madrasas and Muslims faith schools across the United education utilizes a number of places to impart this
Kingdom, which follow the national curriculum but with knowledge during the weekend or after school hours. It is
Islamic studies, especially the teaching of the Qur’an, still common for the Muslim community in the United
incorporated. The establishment of Muslim faith schools Kingdom to mainly use the mosque for such teachings,
has been very successful since the late 1980’s in the however, if that is not possible then a community centre
sense that there are currently over 100 independent and or a local school is commonly hired for this purpose or the
seven state-funded Muslim faith schools in the British Qur’anic teaching may be imparted within the home of the
education system. However, it is important to take note imam.

3
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However, this supplementary education has in recent it is perceived by the audience i.e. the students, teachers
years been highly criticized by both Muslims and non- and also parents. This article will then lead to a
Muslims for their poorly educated Imams and outdated conclusion, which will include some suggestions on how
teaching skills.  It has become very common to hear to improve the main curriculum and how the Qur’an5

Muslims in the United Kingdom and in Europe demanding should be taught.
that their Imams should be better educated in the Islamic
Sciences and have a better understanding of their It is stated in the Qur’an in Chapter Sad,
respective European society.  Even though Islamic6

education in the United Kingdom has evolved This is a blessed Scripture, which We have sent to
successfully over the last forty years especially due to you (Muhammad), so that people may think about its
developments with regards the Muslim identity in Britain, messages and those with understanding take heed.
it is still the supplementary Muslim education that is vital One does not have to be an exegete to understand
for the new Muslim generation, born and raised in the and grasp this verse as it simply encapsulates how the
United Kingdom. It is therefore important to research the Qur’an should be read, understood and practised. Further,
individual experience of how the Qur’an has been taught to reinforce this position one may argue that the Prophet
in these Qur’anic Schools. Muhammad himself followed these instructions and

The Method of Teaching and Learning Quranic was responsible to teach and clearly explain to his
Education in United Kingdom: The Qur’an as Muslims followers the book. Undoubtedly, Muslims read the
understand it to be the direct speech of God revealed to Qur’an to obtain reward but does that fulfil the purpose,
the Prophet Muhammad through the Archangel Gabriel is mere reading sufficient? Or is the main objective
holds immense importance and   status  in  their  lives. defeated, which is to ponder and to implement, as the7

Not a single home within any Muslim community will be above verse implies. 
without it. It is treated with utmost respect and dignity Over the years however, different methods have been
and every effort is made to ensure its sanctity. However, adopted for different age groups and the system and
the main purpose of this part of the article is not to delve curriculum  in mosques etc. has dramatically changed.
into the liturgy and virtues of the Qur’an from the Muslim This is mainly due to the exposure and teaching
perspective but to highlight how the Qur’an is taught and techniques, which teachers in this field have learnt and
what methods are used specifically within the Western adopted from other sources such as government schools.
context and to be more specific within the context of the Government teachers are provided and given different
United Kingdom. Nor is it intended to delve into the methods of how children can learn and what methods can
different interpretations and sciences of the Qur’anic be adopted. These same teachers then have the
verses whether they are classical or modern possibility to apply these methods in the mosques, which
interpretations. However, what will be highlighted here is not only makes the session interesting, but more
a Qur’anic verse, which indicates the purpose of the interactive and productive for the child. 
Qur’an and then investigating and comparing this verse Categorically, the area of learning and teaching the
in terms of implementation within the context of the Qur’an can fall into several categories; the first the
Muslim community. mosque itself, secondly a community centre, which is

In this part of the article, the main areas of discussion hired out to the local Muslim community; thirdly a local
will be how the Qur’an is taught in the Muslim community school, fourthly at home or private tuition.  In terms of the
in particular in their mosques, madrasas and community quantity of students, this will vary according to the
centres and hence their method of teaching and then how population in each community. 

8

practically demonstrated them to his Companions as he

9
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However, with regards to the teaching methods, we the Qur’an is being repeatedly read and memorised yet the
have a fusion of different styles. Some teaching methods main purpose and the main essence of it still remains
are conventional and others reflect new methods taking untouched. This point however does not discredit those
into consideration the different abilities of the children. organisations that teach the Qur’an in a systematic way.
As mentioned earlier, this method is very effective and However, even if the teaching was developed the
also accommodates the children in their learning in this mosques still do not have a curriculum or a unified
area of studies. For example, the conventional practice, programme with other mosques and organisations,
which I like to use here rather than using the term ‘old’ or especially with regards to the teaching method of the
‘traditional’ is a method which was imported from the Qur’an. This is due to many factors; one of these factors
subcontinent. This method of teaching, it could be argued is the different ideologies and sects within the Muslim
is in total contradiction to our contemporary context and community mentioned earlier in the article. This disallows
in addition, it could be further contended, that it is in having the possibility of a unified curriculum and
conflict with the example of the Prophet Muhammad syllabus.
himself. The other factors are to do with which background

The typical classroom setting in a mosque would be you are from, even though you are resident in the United
that the students would sit on the floor in front of a Kingdom. It has been argued by many of my colleagues
bench and the teacher would sit in the front of the class. that most mosques seem be run by people who are from
The teacher would call each student one by one and listen the similar background linking them all to one tribe, family
to his reading from the Qur’an and then set him more or clan emanating from their homeland. This ultimately
reading for the next day. Depending on the capability of brings along its consequences and implications because
the teacher, he would rectify the student’s reading with these same people will only allow an Imam who is from
correct pronunciation of each letter (Tajwid) or if he their own background. For arguments sake if an individual
himself was unable to do this, then this would be left to from a different group would apply for the role of Imam,
the student’s discretion. then his application would be rejected. If not, then he

However, the example of the Prophet Muhammad is would have a diminutive role within the mosque to
quite different with regards to learning and teaching of the discharge his duties. This ultimately leads to poor
Qur’an. This is very explicitly explained in the Hadith of delivery of teaching and being very counterproductive in
Sahih Muslim narrated by Ibn Abbas, which describes delivering to the students who have enrolled. c

the way Gabriel would descend every night in the month As previously mentioned, the main focus of the
of Ramadan. He would then read and teach the Qur’an to teaching Qur’an in the United Kingdom is primarily on the
the Prophet Muhammad and then Muhammad would read basic alphabet and thereafter the individual is encouraged
it back to Angel Gabriel.  To further reinforce this, Al to begin reading the Qur’an. This style of teaching totally10

Suyuti in his Al-Itqan  and Al Nawawi in his Al Tibyan ignores the quality of recitation and teaching with the11 12

have given some examples of how the early generations rules of Tajwid. Unfortunately, this would ultimately
would read and then further implement the Qur’anic defeat  the  main  conditions  of  reciting  the    Qur’an.
verses. The Qur’an needs to be taught in such a manner which

From these examples, we can establish the importance encapsulates the main purpose derived from the verse in
of the Qur’an and its status in the eyes of the companions Surah Sad. If this is done in this manner then the purpose
of the Prophet Muhammad. However, this example of the of the Qur’an is achieved and hopefully rewarded.
pious predecessors is not inherent in mindset of a great However, what is lacking is this focus on the purpose of
percentage of the Muslim community because they feel the Qur’an, which therefore leaves the individual or in this
that it is sufficient for the children to complete the Qur’an case the student with no knowledge of what he/she is
in recitation by any means possible. reciting. More focus is exerted on the quantity rather than

In addition, the most striking thing which I have the quality. 
observed is that the parents will thrive on this point that Furthermore, another point to consider here is the
their children have completed the Qur’an many times, yet time constraints and the quantity of students in a Qur’an
they do not understand a single word from it. We have class. Due to the timetable, school time starts at 9 am and
many mosques and community centres and homes where ends  at 3.30pm. By the time the children arrives home it is
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time to prepare and get ready for the mosque, which again many Huffaz (Memorizers) of the Qur’an. Each individual
differ with regards to opening times, some may even start will perform Tarawih in the month of Ramadan in mosque,
at 4 pm, 4.30 pm and 5 pm and continue till 7 pm or even community centre, at home or maybe go abroad because
7.30pm. These two hours the child spends in the mosque, of the huge demand for someone to lead the prayer.
with other children learning the  Qur’an   who  on  average However, the pinnacle of this discussion is that main
total 15-20 in numbers (sometimes even more). This means purpose of understanding the Qur’an and its
that the individual child will have spent no more than ten implementation remains.
minutes with the teacher. It is safe to conclude here that Through the light of the verse in chapter Sad it
the quality of teaching will be low, especially if you have clearly states the purpose of the Qur’an in terms of
limited time and a large number of students since each recitation, pondering/reflection and paying heed. There is
individual needs to be taught according to their own no doubt that there is reward in recitation but by fulfilling
ability. the rules of Tajwid, which Muslims believe is an act of

In terms of the work given for the next day it is the worship itself. However, with regards to its
responsibility  of  the  parents  to ensure that their implementation the mosques, community centres and
children are regular and consistent with their work and schools in the United Kingdom, which as part of the
they are also responsible to ensure that this is done at educational policy impart the teaching of the Qur’an, need
home prior to their child’s arrival to the mosque the day to consider the following:
after. However, through my own experience, there are a
few concerned parents who ensure that their children To have teachers who are familiar with the social
perform and fulfil their  homework  but  majority  are settings and background of the community, hence
totally oblivious to their child’s Quranic education. It is the wider community. This implies that the teachers
seldom I have had parents approaching me to ask how are not from abroad and they should be familiar with
their  children  are  performing,  which  again   reflects the system and methods of teaching hence they
upon the understanding of the parents and how much should be fluent in English.
interest  they  show for their child’s welfare and Teachers should be kind hearted and loving towards
education. their students and be able to accommodate their

The Pitfalls in Implementation of Quranic Education in Teachers should be familiar with students who have
United Kingdom: So far, the discussion above, I am sure special needs as everyone has different abilities.
from the perspective of others who share my thoughts, Parents need to show more responsibility and
seems to argue that there needs to be a more unified awareness towards their children’s Qur’anic
system and curriculum in the United Kingdom. This would education.
not only accommodate the children but also the adults Parents need to create a link with the teacher and
and parents of the Muslim community in order to work in tandem with the work set out for the child.
appreciate and fulfil the purpose of the Qur’anic verse in The committees of the mosques regardless of the
chapter Sad. However, what has been stated previously different ideologies are required to consider the
was  focused   on   learning  how  to  read  the  Qur’an. welfare and future of their children’s Qur’anic
There  is also a need to emphasise the memorisation, education and to put aside their differences, which is
which is as I would argue a Muslim tradition. The art of creating a great confusion amongst the Muslim
memorisation existed and was youth and children.
a  common  trend  in  the pre-Islamic era and remained The committees need to work in tandem and are
important after the advent of the Prophet Muhammad till required to unify a curriculum and syllabus, which
today. Memorising from a young age benefits the can accommodate a child who moves from one
individual long term and helps in memorizing any text mosque to another or from one city to another.
whether in Arabic, English etc. The committees also needs to ensure that students

Accordingly, there seems to be separate classes for are rewarded for their achievements and given
memorization in the United Kingdom. Depending on the commendations on a regular basis and this can be
locality, there may be a high demand and some of them done if all the teachers of an institute work in tandem
may even start early morning before school for one hour and have regular meetings with parents and children
then after school e.g. 5pm till 8pm 5 days or even 7 days to discuss their progress and work on any difficult
of the week. The Muslim community today in Britain has areas where the child needs assistance.

student’s needs.
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